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Abstract 
A graph colormg model IS described for handlmg some types of chromatic scheduling prob- 
lems. Applications in school timetabling for instance as well as in robotics suggest to incltrdc 
additional requirements like sets of feasible colors for each node of the associated graph and 
upper bounds on the cardinalities of the color classes. Necessary conditions for the cxihlcncc 01 
solutions are given and cases where these conditions are sullicicnl will bc characterized. 0 iW9 
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1. Introduction 
Our goal will be to concentrate on a graph coloring model with the intention of 
modelling some types of scheduling problems. 
Most models described in the literature remain simple because they are homoge- 
neous; by this we mean that there is generally only one type of constraints. The most 
famous example is the so-called project scheduling model where the only requirements 
are usually the ~YNY&WY constraints among the jobs; such problems are solved via 
longest path algorithms (see [l]) in graphs. 
Another case is the classical model of chromatic scheduling where jobs of equal 
processing times are given together with a collection of disjunctire const~ui~/t.s: subsets 
of jobs are defined in which no two can be processed simultaneously. Such problems 
are solved by using a formulation in terms of node coloring in a graph (see [ IO] ). 
The last type of problem belongs to the domain of &WIIL~~~C sc~/zr~/~/i~q. i.e.. the 
domain of scheduling problems which may he formulated (and hopefully solved) by 
using graph coloring models in a wide sense. 
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The above examples are homogeneous: each one has only one type of requirements. 
However, in practice, scheduling problems are highly heterogeneous ince many differ- 
ent types of requirements have to be taken into account simultaneously. Some attempts 
have been made for incorporating two types of requirements in the model: for the 
classical jobshop problem, disjunctive and precedence constraints have been combined 
in models based on graphs where longest paths have to be found (see for instance [2]). 
More recently, a graph coloring approach was devised for handling some chromatic 
scheduling problems with disjunctive as well as precedence constraints [7]. 
Precedence constraints and disjunctive constraints have been formally considered as 
different; they are however similar from the following point of view: both types of 
requirements may be viewed as local constraints bearing on specific subsets of jobs 
(most often on pairs of jobs). There are however other types of requirements which 
are more global; a simple example occurs whenever a graph coloring problem has 
to be solved in presence of the so-called cardinal@ constrctints: a node k-coloring 
(Si, . , Sk ) has to be found in a graph G = ( V, E); it is by definition a partition of the 
node set V into k independent sets Si, , Sk (no two nodes in the same S, are linked 
by an edge of the edge set E). In addition, each color class S, cannot have more than 
a given number h; of nodes, i.e., IS,( <hi for i = 1,. . . , k. 
Such requirements occur quite often in applications like school timetabling where V 
is a collection of lectures with disjunctive constraints (non-simultaneity) represented 
by the edges of G and S, represents the lectures scheduled at period i while hi is the 
number of classrooms available at this moment. 
This is the first type of additional requirements that we will consider in the next 
sections. 
In addition, we will introduce restrictions on the colors which may be given to each 
node. More specifically let C = { 1,. . . , k} be the set of colors which are available; for 
each node v in V we will have a set q(v) C C which contains the colors which are 
feasible for node v. Finding a node k-coloring of G = (V, E) such that each node v gets 
some feasible color c(v) E q(v) will be called the restricted node k-coloring problem 
for (Gcp). 
Again sets of feasible colors arise frequently in school timetabling problems as soon 
as some periods in C are forbidden for some lectures (due to unavailability of teachers 
or of classrooms at these periods). 
Observe that this last type of requirement is again local. Our purpose is to consider 
a graph coloring with cardinality constraints given by H = (hl, . , hk) and feasible sets 
of colors for each node. 
In other words, we will focus our attention to restricted node k-coloring problems 
on (G, cp) with cardinality constraints. 
Let us call this problem RCC(G, k, q,H). For additional definitions of graph theo- 
retical flavour we refer the reader to [3]. 
In the next sections we shall consider a necessary condition for a solution to RCC 
(G, k, cp, H) to exist and we will identify the cases when it is also sufficient. In addition, 
we shall generalize the cardinality constraints and show how they can be handled in 
a special case. Finally, some hints will be given for the case where G 
chain. 
At this stage, it is worth mentioning that the node k-coloring problem 
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is simply a 
is generally 
NP-complete (see [6]). It is however solvable in polynomial time if G is the line-graph 
of a bipartite multigraph (see for instance [I I]): the problem is then an edge k-coloring 
problem in a bipartite multigraph and it may be dealt with by solving k flow problems. 
The edge k-coloring problem in bipartite multigraphs with feasible sets of colors for 
the edges is generally NP-complete [4]; it is solvable in polynomial time for trees or 
multitrees (i.e., trees with multiple edges) [l I]. 
Finally, the edge k-coloring problem in bipartite multigraphs with cardinality con- 
straints is generally NP-complete (see for instance [5]). The complexity for trees or 
multitrees is not determined as far as we know. 
Additional complexity results related to special edge colorings with forbidden colors 
are given in [Xl. 
2. A necessary condition for a solution to RCC(G, k, cp, H ) 
We shall now develop a necessary condition for the existence of a solution to the 
problem RCC( G, k, cp, H). Let G = (V,E) be the graph whose nodes have to be colored 
with the colors in C= {I,...,k}. 
Let KI, Kz, . K,, be any partition of the node set V into (node disjoint) cliques and 
let A be any subset of V while C” is an arbitrary subset of C. 
Define A, = A f’ K, for i = 1,. , p. 
Then the following holds: 
Proposition 2.1. Lrt G = (V, E) hr u sirnplr grupph. For an>’ A g V, any C* g C rrnri 
unJ- purtition of’ V into cliques K,, . . , K,, 
is u nrcessq~ condition jbr the existence of’ u solution to RCC(G, k, cp, H ). 
Proof. The term 1 [IJ,,,, cp(v)] n (C - <‘*)I counts the number of colors in C ~ (‘* 
which are feasible for at least one node of Ai; notice that all nodes in K, must have 
a different color. So for any solution to RCC( G, k, q, H) this term is at least as large 
as the number of nodes in Ai which will get colors in C - C” . So the first sum will 
be at least as large as the number of nodes in A which will get colors in C -- C*. The 
second sum Cc,tC* h,. is at least as large as the number of nodes which will get colors 
in C* and this is at least as large as the number of nodes in A which will get colors 
in C*; hence, the left-hand side of (2. I ) is at least as large as the number of nodes in 
A. So the condition is necessary. 0 
(p(a)= (I,21 o(b)= 12) cp (cl = t 1221 
hl = I t12 =2 
Fig. I. An example of RCC(G,2, cp,H) where condition (2. I ) is not sufficient 
Remark 2.1. Condition (2.1) may hold for every A C V, every C* C C and every par- 
tition of V into (node-disjoint) cliques K,, , K, but no solution may exist. Fig. 1 
shows one such example: there is no restricted 2-coloring (Sr , Sl) with IS1 1 < hl = 1 
and I& <hi = 2. However, the conditions (2.1) do hold for the possible partitions 
K, = {u},K2 = {b,c} or K, = {a},Kz = {b},Kj = {c}. To see that they hold, we only 
have to observe that for each such partition, there is at least one edge which is not 
contained in some K,. Hence it may be considered as temporarily removed from the 
graph. As soon as one edge is removed, the problem RCC(G’,2, qn,H) in the resulting 
graph G’ has a solution, so the necessary condition (2.1) does hold. 
It is easy to observe that when the cardinality constraints are absent (h, = M for 
each color i), (2.1) reduces to 
~ ~ 
(_j q(v) 3IAil (i= l,...,p>. 
PEA, 
These are exactly Hall conditions (see [ll]). 
Let us now examine when condition (2.1) is also sufficient for the existence of a 
solution to RCC(G, k, cp, H). More precisely we shall characterize the graphs for which 
it is necessary and sufficient for any choice of C, of sets cp(v) and of H = (hl,. . . , hk). 
Proposition 2.2. Let G = (V, E) be a simple gruph. The jbllowing statements ure 
equivalent. (i) For any choice of C = { 1,. . . , k}, ?f sets q(v) of,f&sible colors and 
qfbounds H=(h,,... hk) on curdinalities there exists a solution to RCC(G,k, cp,H) 
if und only if condition (2.1) holds for any A C V, any C* i C and any partition oj 
V itz to cliques. 
(ii) G is u collection oJ‘ node-~iisjo~nt cliques. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): We only have to show that if G = (V,E) is not a collection of 
node-disjoint cliques, then one can find a set C, sets q(o) of feasible colors and a 
sequence H = (hl , . . . hk ) such that condition (2.1) is not sufficient for the existence 
of a solution. In such a situation G must contain the graph of Fig. 1 as an induced 
subgraph. 
Define cp(a), cp(b), q(c), hl and h2 as in Fig. 1. Assign to each node d # a, 6, c a 
different color c(d) and set cp(d) = {c(d)}. Let C = UcEvcp(u) and k = ICI; set also 
hj=x for i=3,. . ,k. Clearly RCC(G,k, 9, H) has no solution. However the conditions 
(2. I ) hold for every partition of V into node disjoint cliques Ki.. . , K,: nodes II. h. c 
will never be in the same clique. So for every partition, either edge uh or edge hc, will 
not be covered by a clique. This edge will be considered as absent; so for the resulting 
graph G’ the problem RCC(G’, k, cp, H) has a solution, so condition (2. I ) must hold. 
(ii) + (i): Assume now that G is a collection of node-disjoint cliques KI,. . K,,. 
As observed in [ 121, a solution to RCC(G. k, cp, H) may be obtained (if it exists) by 
means of network flow techniques. 
For the sake of completeness, we recall the construction: introduce a source s linked 
to each node 1‘ t I’ by an arc (s. 13) with capacity c(s, r) = I. For each clique K, and 
each color ti introduce a node (K,,d). For each K, link every 1’ E K, to all nodes 
(K,, d) with u’ E V(U) by an arc (c, (K,,d)) with infinite capacity. 
Introduce a node d for each color d in C; for i = I,. , p and d = 1,. ,k introduce 
arcs ((K,, d). d) with capacities equal to I. Finally introduce a sink t with arcs (d, f ) 
with c(d.t) = h,, for (I’= 1,. ..,k. 
A solution to RCC(G, k, cp,H) exists if and only if there is an (integral) flow Ii-om 
.s to / in the above network N with value II,‘l. 
By the max flow-min cut theorem (see for instance [9]) such a flow exists if and 
only if every cut separating s and t has capacity at least 1 VI in N. 
By taking a subset C” of C,, a subset A of V and letting .4, = .4 n K, and .A, == K, .,I 
(for i = I, . . p), this condition can be written as 
which is condition (2. I ). So these conditions are (necessary and) sufficient when (; is 
a union of node-disjoint cliques. Cl 
3. Some variations on RCC(G, k, cp, H ) 
The network flow model described in the previous section suggests some extensions 
to the node coloring model which we are going to describe now. 
We need some additional definitions. Given a set C we shall say that a family 
F = (II. _. ~ IF) of subsets I, of C is rzcvrrrf if for any two subsets I,./, in F, we have 
either Ii > I, or I, 2 I; or I, f’ I, = fl. 
We may now consider a (restricted) node k-coloring problem where the cardinality 
constraints are replaced by nested construir~t.r on the color set: we are given a nested 
family F = (II.. , I,.) of subsets of the color set C and for each I, we have a positive 
integer h,. The node k-coloring (SI ,Sl.. .& ) of G satisfies the nested constraints 
associated to H = (hl.. . .,h,.) if 
ClS,I <h, (i= I ,..., Y). (3.1 ) 
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KI = {a,b,c), K2 = (4 e}, C = Q,2,3,4), 
F = (1; = {i}i = 1,2,3,4;15 = { 1,2},& = {3,4},17 = C), 
H = (2,2,2,2,3,3,00 ), cp=({1,2},{2,3},{3,4},{1,2},{3,4}) 
Fig. 2. A network IV’ associated to a node 4-coloring with nested constraints. 
It is noticed that the cardinality constraints correspond simply to the case where r=k 
and Z, = {i} for i= l,..., k in (3.1). 
Nested constraints occur again naturally in applications to school timetabling for 
instance: in addition to giving an upper bound of the number of lectures given at each 
period, we may also give some upper bound on the total number of lectures scheduled 
in a given subset of periods (for the purpose of balancing the workload on the whole 
week for instance). 
Such requirements can easily be handled in the above network model. We may 
always assume that the nested family F = (Zl, . . . , Z,.) contains the singletons {i} for 
i=l , . . . , k. This can be done without loss of generality by setting hi = cc if necessary. 
We may also assume without loss of generality that F contains the subset Z, = C 
(with possibly h, = m). 
The network N’ contains the same nodes s, v E V, (Ki,d) and d E C as before in 
N. The nodes d E C correspond to the singletons Id = {d} in F. For all other subsets 
Zd of F we introduce a node Zd. Then for any two subsets I,, I, in F such that Z, C I, 
and there is no I,(w # IA, v) in F such that I, c I, c I,, introduce an arc (Iu,Z,) with 
c(Z,,Z,) = h,. 
We consider that the node I, coincides with the sink t. An example of the above 
construction is given in Fig. 2. Again there exists a restricted node k-coloring satis- 
fying the nested conditions defined by H = (hl , . . , h,) if and only if there exists in 
the above network N’ an (integral) flow from s to t with value 1 VI. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions could be derived as above from the network flow formulation for 
the existence of such a coloring, but they would not be as simple as in the cardinality 
constraints case. 
At this stage, we may also try to extend the definition of node k-coloring by allowing 
each color class S(, to have more than one node in each clique. A yeneuulixd node 
k-coloring (S, , . , Sk) of G = ( V, E) is a partition of V into /i subsets SC/ of nodes such 
that for each (maximal inclusionswise) clique K, of G 
I& n K, I G c/c/, 7 d = l,..., k, V.j. (3.2) 
The case of usual node k-colorings corresponds to the case where ~0, = I for all d 
and for all j in (3.2). Let us now come back to the special case where G is a union 
of node-disjoint cliques. Then Kl.. , K, are the only maximal cliques in G. Such a 
generalized node k-coloring (with nested constraints) can be obtained (if it exists) if 
in the above network N’ the capacities of the arcs ( (Ki, d), I,/ = {d} ) are changed to 
c((K,,d),d) = .I~,I,. 
In terms of timetabling again, such a model may be used when a clique K, corre- 
sponds to a collection of lectures in the same topic j and when at period u’ there are 
y,~, teachers available for teaching topic j. We can state: 
Proposition 3.1. The generalized node k-coloring prohh ,l*ith sets oj’.fhxihk odors 
fh euch node and w?th nested constraints cm be solwd in polynomial time rf’ mtt 
only lf’ G is u collection of node-disjoint cliques. 
The only if part follows from the proof of proposition 2.2. In the above case, the 
graphical structure was reduced to a union of node-disjoint cliques. This does indeed 
amount to saying that the problem does not have too much of a graph-theoretical 
flavour; its interest lies more in the combinatorial structure of the sets y( I‘) and in 
their combination with the cardinality constraints. 
In the next section we shall consider another case of elementary graph for which 
one may hope to solve some special cases of RCC( G, k. cp, H). 
4. The problem RCC(G, k, cp, H ) on a chain 
We shall now consider the situation where the graph G = (V, E) consists of a single 
chain. The problem RCC(G, k, q,H) corresponds now to the following situation. 
There are n jobs which are arranged on a line at regular intervals. All processing 
times are equal (to one period). For each job v, we are given the set V(U) of periods 
where it could be processed. There are h,, identical robots available at each period 
u’. Two jobs which are located at consecutive places in the line (i.e., which corre- 
spond to adjacent nodes in the graph G ) cannot be processed simultaneously because 
the robots would disturb each other. Is there a feasible schedule? This is precisely 
RCC( G, k, cp. H ). 
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As we have seen, conditions (2.1) are not sufficient for the existence of a solution 
in this case. At this stage the complexity of this problem is not known. In the special 
case where q(u) = C for each node v, there is a simple solution to the problem. We 
have indeed to find a node k-coloring of a chain G = (V, E) with at most hi nodes of 
each color i. 
Observe that we may assume that kl> k2 3 . . 3kk and also kl< [lV1/21,hi< [/VI/21 
for i=2,...,k. 
Such a coloring exists if and only if 
kl +kz+...+kk>lVI. (4.1) 
This condition is clearly necessary; let us show that it is sufficient. Assume V = 
{VI, 02,. ‘. , v,} with the nodes vi occurring in this order in the chain. The algorithm 
runs as follows: 
start from ~‘1 and color greedily kl nodes with color 1. 
Then whenever a color i has been used the maximum number hi of times, take the 
next color i + 1 (as long as there are still some uncolored nodes) and start at the next 
uncolored node and color sequentially hi+, nodes with color i + 1. Whenever the end 
of the chain is met (this will occur just once) start again at the beginning of the chain 
with the first uncolored node (which is 02). 
It is not difficult to see that every node will get some color (when the end of the 
chain is met the remaining uncolored nodes are pairwise nonadjacent, so it will be 
possible to color them since (4.1) holds). 
Let us now return to the situation where the sets cp(v) are arbitrary. We shall derive 
a simple formulation in terms of multicommodity flow (see for instance [9]). 
We assume again that the nodes of the chain are VI, 02,. . , II, in this order. 
The network N is constructed as follows. Introduce nodes vi, ~2,. . , t+, and 0’1,. . , VA 
with arcs (u,, 0;) having c(Uj, z$)= l(v,, t$)= 1 and for each color i we introduce a node i 
with a sink i’ for commodity I; furthermore we insert nodes (i, 1,2), (i, 3,4), . . . , (i, 2p - 
1,2p), . with a last node (i,n - 1, U) if n is even or (i,n) otherwise. The source 
i is linked to each one of these nodes by an arc with c(i, (i,2p - 1,2p)) = 1 (or 
c(i, (i,n)) = 1). The node (i,2p ~ 1,2p) is linked to ~~-1 and to 21~~ (while (i,n) is 
linked only to v,) with arcs having c((i,2p-l,2p),u2P_~)=c((i,2p-l,2p),v2P)=x 
(while c((i, n), v,) = co). In addition we introduce nodes (i. 1), (i,2,3), (i,4,5), . with 
at last node (i,n - 1,n) if n is odd or (i,n) otherwise. In a similar way we introduce 
arcs (u’,, (6 l)),(& (i,2,3)),(z$, (i,2,3)),(& (64,5)),(& (i,4,5)), . , with (uk_,, (i,n- 
l,n)),(vL,(i,n - l,n)> ‘f 1 n is odd or with (v;, (i, n) ) otherwise. All these arcs have an 
infinite capacity. Then each node (i, I), (i, 2,3), (i,4,5), . until (i,n ~ 1,n) or (i,n) is 
linked to the sink i’ by an arc with unit capacity. 
We finally introduce a node i* with an arc (i*, i) with c(i*, i) = hi. 
This construction (for color i) is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Then we remove from N all arcs of the form 
((i,p,P+ l),u,) or (t&p- l,p),~,) 
Fig. 3. The construction of the network N where an integral X--commodity llow giver ;I solutior IO 
RC‘C(G. X. C,O. H). 
or 
(t$, (i. p. p + I)) or (t$, (i, p - 1, p)) 
when i $ q( r,’ ). 
We repeat this construction for all colors i. Then it is not diflicult to see that there 
exists a solution to the problem RCC(G,li. cp. H) where G is a chain if and only if 
there exists in N an integral k-commodity flow which is compatible and which sends 
(at most h,) units of commodity i from the source i* to the sink i’ for i = I,. .X 
Observe that this formulation may not be possible if G does not consist of a chain. 
However solving such a multicommodity flow may not be easier than solving the 
original problem! 
5. Conclusions 
We have shown how some very special cases of chromatic problems could be solved 
when local and global constraints are present simultaneously. These cases are still very 
distant from the problems arising in applications. More research is needed to identify 
additional situations where the tools of combinatorial optimization may lead to efficient 
solution procedures. 
Since both types of requirements do occur in many applications. there is a real need 
for a general approach handling various types of requirements at the same time. 
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A possible way could be suggested by decomposition procedures where the problem 
would be first divided into smaller (and hence easier) problems. The final phase would 
consist in putting the various pieces together. 
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